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Dolce & Gabbana Milano Thunder boxing team 

What to give the fashion person who has everything? Say you were Italian designer Domenico Dolce wondering what 
to buy for Stefano Gabbana, for example, or Gabbana wondering what to give Dolce, who already has a yacht. 
Where might you start? 

The growing trend among fashion powers looking for the ultimate trinket is to search for something sporty. We’re not 
talking a fleece hoodie; we’re talking a team. 

To wit: Dolce & Gabbana recently treated each other to 15 muscular men in satin shorts otherwise known as an 
Italian boxing team that competes on the WSB international circuit and will henceforth be called Dolce & Gabbana 
Milano Thunder.  

“For the first time, a sporting team will carry our name. This is the beginning of a new adventure for us,” say the 
designers, neither of whom boxes. Of course, the team will also get a snazzy new kit. 

This is not a sporting first for the designers. Dolce & Gabbana has a three-year agreement with Chelsea FC to kit out 
Ashley Cole, Frank Lampard and the rest of the squad with official suits, and has created the “Dolce & Gabbana 
Lounge” in the West Stand at Stamford Bridge. It is more stylistically flashy than it was in its previous incarnation as 
“the Armani Lounge”, as that earlier sponsor filled the space with muted pieces from the Armani Casa range. 

Giorgio Armani was not the first fashion designer to see the literal appeal of the physical – Jean Patou dressed 
Suzanne Lenglen, a glamorous French tennis star, in the 1920s – but it was Armani who mined the marketing 
relationship between style and sport, starting in 1995, when he declared footballers “today’s new style leaders” and 
invited David James, then Liverpool goalkeeper, both on to the catwalk and into his Emporio Armani underwear 
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advertisements. Other players, notably David Beckham and Cristiano Ronaldo, have joined Team Armani since, the 
latest in the posse being tennis world number one Rafael Nadal. Armani also owns Armani Jeans Milano basketball 
team. 

Which is why it would be such a struggle if you drew him as your “Secret Santa” recipient; ditto Diego della Valle, 
Tod’s chief, who already owns the Italian football team Fiorentina. And what on earth would one buy Sergio and Pier 
Luigi Loro Piana of the eponymous brand? They’ve already treated themselves to a polo team. (Surprisingly, the Polo 
man himself, Ralph Lauren, does not have a team of his own, though instead he sponsors the Black Watch team 
captained by Argentine international and Ralph Lauren model Ignacio Figueras). 

Meanwhile, Hermès launched a show-jumping competition, the Saut d’Hermès, at Grand Palais in Paris in April, and 
Zegna has its own ski resort. 

Look deeper and it’s hard to find a designer not involved with sport. Emilio Pucci was an Olympic skier before he 
created his own line, which includes skiwear; Paul Smith, who sells bikes as well as suits, was a boy racer at the 
Beeston Road Club in Nottingham. Stella McCartney is charged with designing Britain’s look for the the 2012 
Olympics, and Donna Karan has a long-term sponsorship arrangement with baseball’s New York Yankees. 

“The marriage is natural,” says Karan. “DKNY and Yankee Stadium are quintessentially New York in spirit. Both are a 
part of our culture, our streets, our collective consciousness.” 

Hugo Boss, however, is the company that has basketball sewn up, working with the Knicks so that during games at 
Madison Square Gardens, interactive voting is tallied up on the huge screens in categories such as “best-dressed 
fan”. Boss is involved in so many sports – from golf to tennis to sailing to soccer – that it’s hard to keep track. “And 
don’t forget we’ve been the sponsor of McLaren at Formula One for 30 years,” says Philipp Wolff, senior vice-
president. 

So what’s in it for them, besides love? Ketty Maisonrouge of Columbia Business School and president and co-
founder of the Luxury Education Foundation explains: “The sports teams selected by the fashion houses are 
increasingly appealing to men, which follows the movement of a certain masculinisation of fashion, as fashion houses 
go after this historically less-tapped market. Men feel more confident caring about themselves and their appearance, 
and fashion brands want to make men even more comfortable with this interest by selecting sports teams that are 
considered highly masculine.” 

Thus even brands where you think “No, never” have been bitten by the sports bug. The late Franco Moschino, who 
died in 1994, was a joker, not a jock. Yet which brand has just signed a deal with Aironi, the Italian rugby team 
formed to take part in this year’s Magners League and Heineken Cup? You guessed it.  

“I’m proud that a rugby team chose Moschino to dress its image around the globe,” says Rossella Jardini, Moschino 
creative director. Consider it their gift to the brand. 
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